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BELOW AND FACING PAGE: This soft mountain contemporary-style home sits on a corner lot in Aspen’s coveted West End, thus 
creating a visually dynamic exterior from all aspects. Capturing sunlight throughout the day, this home is enjoyable during every 
Colorado season. The use of approachable elements, such as stone, wood, and metal, celebrates the historic character of the 
neighborhood while expressing its own unique style.
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Brewster  McLeod  Architects

ASPEN, CO

This award-winning boutique architecture firm, based in Aspen Colorado, 
specializes in luxury residential architecture from San Francisco to 
Washington DC, and internationally. Since the firm’s inception, Jamie L 
Brewster McLeod, has strived to provide exceptional design that truly brings 
out a sense of place. 

Jamie’s focus is creating architecture as living art forms designed perfectly 
within their natural environments. The result is architecture set naturally 
within the landscape creating the setting for each custom creation.

The goal of each design is to ensure all elements of the homeowners’ 
desires are expressed with stylistic insight and thoughtful design, thus 
creating a relationship with her clients that transforms their dreams into 
reality.

As an all-inclusive custom firm, Brewster McLeod Architects is there from 
the initial ideas throughout the construction and final finishing touches each 
home deserves.
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BELOW TOP: Clean, artistic stairs help celebrate the circulation space in the center of the home, creating a central art piece viewed on all three levels.

BELOW BOTTOM LEFT: Since the homeowners are oenophiles as well as winemakers, we created a custom wine room as a focal point to the lower floor living area.

BELOW BOTTOM RIGHT: An open floor plan throughout the main floor creates the ideal entertaining space. The inlay-wood ceiling provides a rustic touch that 
balances the modern elements of the state-of-the-art kitchen, fit for a chef.  

FACING PAGE: High ceilings in the living room help filter natural light into the open main floor living spaces while highlighting the modern stone fireplace feature.
Photographs by Gibeon Photography
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